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rounded by the two housing sections and embrace a slider,
which carries the trigger and which is slidable in guiding
grooves parallel to the axial direction of the barrel, said
slider having transmitting members connected to it, which
push the ejector to its operative position against the stress
of a spring.
An illustrative embodiment of the toy gun according
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The present invention relates to a semi-automatic toy
gun for ejecting Sweets in tablet form, which gun con
sists preferably of injection-molded, synthetic thermoplas
tics and comprises a magazine, which is inserted into the
grip of the gun and an ejector, which moves upon the re
lease of a stressed spring to cause the uppermost of the
tablets, which are urged against a stop, to be ejected
through the barrel of the gun.
Numerous types of toy guns have been disclosed. One
of these known toy guns comprises a housing, which has
a barrel portion, grip and trigger guard. This housing

consists of two substantially symmetrically one-half sec
tions. A magazine is contained in the grip and contains a
stack of tablets, which is under the action of a feeding
Spring. The tablet which is at the top of the stack at a
time lies in a chamber which is aligned with the barrel
and in the path of an ejector. When the trigger is actuated
to release the ejector, the latter ejects the uppermost tablet

the accompanying drawing, in which
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and

FIG. 2 is a vertical sectional view taken on line II-II
in FIG. 1.
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through the barrel.

These known toy guns consist of a few solid elements,
which are injection-molded from synthetic thermoplastics.
A few-molds are sufficient and the assembly is very simple.
On the other hand, injection-molded thermoplastic parts
are subject to a considerable shrinkage, particularly in
relatively large structures so that the designer must allow
for large tolerances and must avoid a concentration of

large amounts of material because this would result in dis

tortion at the transitions. For the reasons stated above, the

toy guns of the type described do not have a natural ap
pearance and the components which are essential for the

function of the toy gun, such as the barrel potrion and
the ejecting mechanism, are highly simplified to allow for
the large tolerances of the parts. In addition to their
unesthetic and unnatural appearance, the loading of these

FIG. 1 is an elevation showing the toy gun according
to the invention when a housing section has been removed
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FIG. 1 shows one of the two symmetrical, thin-walled
housing members 1, 1 of the toy gun or pistol. Each sec
tion 1, 1' has an upturned edge portion 2 and pins 3,3',
which are formed on the housing member 1 and protrude
at right angles and with clamping action are received by
mating holes in the other housing member 1' so that the
housing Sections 1, 1' are frictionally connected. Each
housing member 1, 1’ comprises a barrel portion 4, a
grip portion 5 and a finger guard 6. The magazine 7 com
prises an outer housing 8, which is rectangular in cross
Section, and an inner housing 9, which is longitudinally
slidable in the outer housing 8. The inner housing 9 has
a U-shaped cross-section and is formed with two up
Wardly directed stops 10. A compresison spring 13 is pro
vided between the bottom 11 of the inner housing 9 and
a discharge member 12, which is movable in the inner
housing in the axial direction of the housing 8, 9 and
which is guided by projections 12' in recesses or grooves
of the outer housing 8. A stack of tablets 14 is disposed

between the movable discharge member 12 and the stops
10 as long as the magazine is outside of the gun. In the
present example, the tablets are generally prismatic. Alter
natively, they may be round or have a different shape. The
magazine 7 is slidable from below into the grip 5 of the
gun and carries stops 15. Guide rails 16 are formed on
40 the grip and provide for a guidance of the magazine in the
grip 5 when the magazine is being inserted into the gun.
The barrel 16a of the gun is formed by a separate bar
rel body, which consists of two thin-walled, symmetrical,
plastic members 17, 17, which are disposed in rounded
recesses of the housing 1, 1' and are secured to the hous
ing by the pins 3, which extend through the barrel mem
bers. The barrel members are held together by pins 18.
The barrel body 16a formed by the two barrel sections
17, 17' terminates in an outwardly directed orifice at
50 one end and at the other end in a downwardly open cham
ber 19 when the same partly receives the magazine 7,
which is inserted from below into the grip 5 until the
stops 0 of the magazine engage the top surface of the
barrel. The tablets 14 are urged upwardly by the magazine

toy guns is complicated owing to this simplified struc
ture and the guns may have disadvantages which often re
duce the time for which the guns can be " operated without
trouble.
In a large part of these toy guns, the ejector, and/or
parts connected to it, such as a slider which is movable in
the direction of the barrel, must be pulled back by hand
to their inoperative position when the tablet has been
ejected. In other designs, high pressure is applied to the
tablets so that the pressure-sensitive sweet tablets may be
crushed. The low precision involved in the manufac
ture may cause a jamming of the moving parts so that the 55 spring and tend to enter the chamber 19. This is normally
prevented by an ejector 20, which enters the chamber 19
operation is disturbed.
from behind the barrel. The ejector 20 has a forked rear
It is an object of the invention to eliminate these dis
portion. The two limbs are connected by a pin 21, which
advantages of the known toy guns and to provide a semi
engages a groove 22 of a pivoted bail 23. The bail 23 is
automatic toy gun which is suitable for ejecting sweets
in tablet form and in which those parts which require a 60 pivoted about a pivot pin 3', which serves also as a clamp
ing pin, and is biased by a spring 24 to move the ejector
higher precision, such as the barrel and various parts
20 toward its normal or inoperative position in the cham
of the ejecting mechanism, are separate from large mem
ber 19 to form a stop for the tablets 14.
bers, such as the housing sections, so that a gun is simu
The barrel body constituted by the two barrel mem
lated in appearance and in function whereas the parts are
designed to enable an easy and quick assembling of the 65 bers 17, 17 has a portion provided with guiding grooves
25 in which a slider 27 is slidable in a longitudinal direc
toy gun in spite of the fact that the functions of the gun
tion. The sider carries a trigger 26. Two motion trans
are assigned to a plurality of elements, and the gun has
mitting member 29, 29' are disposed symmetrically on
a long life even when subjected to rough usage, such as
opposite sides of the slider 27 and secured by pins 28 to
by children.
This is accomplished according to the invention in that 70 the slider. The transmitting members are clamped to
gether at their ends. Upon actuation of the trigger 26, the
two substantially symmetrical barrel members are pro
vided, which constitute the barrel body and are sur transmitting members 29, 29 are displaced together with

